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ABSTRACT non-stoichiometric mixtures (variable reactant
TheDeflagrationPressureAnalysis Code (DPAC) concentrations), venting, structural deformation
was developed primarily to evaluate peak (pressure vs. tank volume effects), radiative heat
pressures for deflagrations in radioactive waste transfer, reactantand product gas PdV workdue
storage and process facilities at the Savannah to product gas expansion, and autoignition of
RiverSite (SRS). Deflagrationsin these facilities reactantgas due to compressiveheating.
are generally considered to be incredibleevents, The difficulties associated with computing
but it was judged prudent to develop modeling deflagrationpressuretransientsin enclosuresarise
capabilities in order to facilitate risk estimates, primarily from the complexities of fame
DPAC is essentially an engineering analysis tool, propagation. The impact of the major deviants
as opposed to a detailed thermal hydraulics code. from anideal AICCcalculationare dependenton
It accounts for mass loss via venting, energy the physics of flame propagation. The burning
dissipationbyradiativeheat transfer,and gasPdV velocity is a function of mixture stoichiometry,
work. Volume increases due to vessel and the flame speed and flame acceleration
deformationcan also be included using pressure- determine total burn time. The amount of gas
volume data from a structural analysis of the vented and energy lost via radiative heat transfer
enclosure. This paper presents an overview of aredependenton totalburntimein the enclosure.
the code, benchmarking,and applicationsatSRS.

Jti. PREVIOUS WORK
I. INTRODUCTION Flame propagationanalysis continues to be a

The code DPAC was originally developed to subject of interest [1,2]. Mathematical models
support the structuralevaluation of the response range in complexity from bulk control volume
of Type IIIAwaste tanks to be employed in the formulations to detailed multidimensional
In-Tank Precipitation (ITP) process to a multispecies transient compressible flow
hypothetical deflagration event. An upgraded equations. A relatively simple flame propagation
version of the code (DPAC2) has been L:sedto modelhas beendocumentedby Rotman[3] based
predict peak pressures within process vessels in on a zero Mach number model. Pindera [4]
the Defense Waste Processing Facility (DWPF) extendedthe model to includefame baroclinicity
resulting from hypothetical deflagrations. The effects. A flame propagation finite difference
code is written in standardFORTRAN 77 and model where the governing time dependent
currendyrequiresa few minutes to execute on a multidimensionalcompressibleflow equationsare
SGIPersonalIrisworkstation, solvedusingthefluxcorrectedtransport(FCT)
Themainpurposeofthecodeistocomputean methodhasbeendevelopedbyTakano[5].

accuratepeak pressure for a deflagration within Flame propagationanddeflagrationmodeling
high level waste storage tanks and processing received extensive attention in the nuclear safety
vessels while accounting for effects neglected in community after the incidents at Brown's Ferry
the AICC (adiabatic,isochoric,complete andThreeMileIsland.Ural[6]andTravis[7]
combustion)value.Thecapabilityofaccounting have i_westigatedthecomplexproblemof
forthefollowingisincorporatedintothecode: hydrogen flame propagationand flame



acceleration in enclosures. Sherman analyzed consistsof hydrogenand/orbenzenereactingwith
hydrogen combustion in containment buildings oxygen in the presence of nitrogen and water
and found resulting containmentloadings to be vapor to producecarbon dioxide and water (the
quite dependent on model assumptions and original application to the !TP process). The
analyses [8]. This is not surprisingconsidering nitrogen and water vapor are treated as inert
the difficulties associated with this problem, duringthedeflagration. Complete combustionis
Oran,et. al. [2] provides an excellent review of assumed. A generic mixture can be analyzed
modeling of enclosure fires and applications to using DPAC2 by inputing the thermodynamic
nuclearsafety, properties of the reactants and products (e.g.

Thepresentworkattemptsto use a verysimple temperaturedependent specific heats, moles of
zero Mach number model and apply it to productper mole reactant, energy released per
enclosures of interest at SRS (e.g. waste storage moleof reactant).
tanksand process vessels). Assuming the presenceof both hydrogenand

benzene,therearethreepossiblechemicalreaction
HI. MODEL DEVELOPMENT paths dependingon the relativeconcentrationsof

As previously mentioned, DPAC2 is an hydrogen, benzene, and oxygen. Possible
engineeringtool which can be appliedin general chemistryscenariosconsist of: sufficientoxygen
to deflagrations in enclosures. The primary to burn all hydrogen and benzene, sufficient
purposeof the code is to calculatepeakpressures oxygen to burnall hydrogenand some benzene,
in the enclosureduringadeflagrationwhile taking and insufficient oxygen to burn all of the
credit for venting, radiative heat transfer, and hydrogen. Hydrogenis assumedto burnbefore
volume expansion due to structuraldeformation the benzene in hypostoichiometric mixtures
effects, because it releases more energy per mole of

The zero Mach numbermodel withonly two oxygen. In reality some of the hydrogen and
control volumes (one for reactants and one for some benzene would burn. Burning all of the
products) is used in DPAC2 in orderto facilitate hy_':,gen first is a conservative assumption for
computations. The governing equations include this particularanalysis. _
mass conservation, energy conservation, and a The energyreleasedduringthe deflagrationper
state equation for each of the two control unit mass of reactants and the averagemolecular
volumes. A constraintequation is used to equate weight of the reactant and product gases can be
total volume _': ",_ sum of the two control easily computed once the chemical reaction ,
volumes. Another equation relating system scenariois determinedfrom initial reactantmolar
pressure to total enclosure volume is required to concentrations. The specific heat and integral
include structural deformation effects. The specific heats for the reactant and combustion
dependent variables include temperature, mass, product mixtures are computed as a function of
and volume foreach of the control volumes along temperature.
with system pressure (reactant pressure is
assumedto equal productpressure). B. Flame Propagation

The main DPAC2 features include: variable An extensive set of flame front propagation
chemistry, flame propagation,venting, radiative models have been implemented in DPAC2 such
heat transfer, PdV gas volume work, reactant that eithercylindricalor sphericalvessels may be
autoignition, and structural deformation. An modeled with either edge or central ignition
overviewof these phenomena and theirrelevance locations and either planar or curvedflame front
to the deflagration analysis is presented. Details geometries. The specific models available are
of the derivation of the equation set and the listed in Table 1. The flame front ignition
solution algorithm employed in the code can be location, shape, and direction of propagationare
foundin the Appendix. all predetermined based on the model selected.

The flame front area for a given time step is
A. Chemistry calculated from the product gas volume (at the

DPAC2 is structuredin a manner to allow for p_ng time step)basedon thevessel and flame
variousreactant chemistrie; to be analyzed. The front geometry;thevolumetriccombustionrate is
basic reaction hard coded into the program then calculated as the productof the flame front



area and burningvelocity (volumetriccombustion air burningvelocity datareportedbyHeimel and
rate perunit flame front area). Weast [18] yields a temperatureexponent (ct)of

The burning velocity model employed by approximately 1.6. The pressureexponent (1_)for
DPAC2can be writtenas: C6Ht-airmixtures was taken to be -0.25, which

is a value typical of relatively slow-burning
hydrocarbon-airmixtures(Chipper [15], Canuet

(_I'o) (P_ol al.[17]). ForH2-air mixtures, ct and l3values ofRv(T,P) = Rv,l(To,Po) _T_ct {3Mt 1.8 and-0.08 were adopted based on the rea_'on
kinetics model predictions reported by Behrendt

where: R_=Burningvelocity, and Warnatz [19].
Re,1=Laminar burningvelocity, For CtHt-H2 mixtures, the laminar burning
T=Reactantgas temperature velocity can be approximated as the harmonic

(absolute) mean of the values for each component, as shown
To=Temperature(absolute) at below:

which R,,,lwas measured,
or=Temperatureexponent,
P=Reactantgas pressure 1

(absolute) Rv,l(mix) = yc(H9 + yc(CdtdPo=Pressure(absolute)at
which Rv,lwas measured, Rv,l (H2) Rvj (CtHd

t_=Pressureexponent,and
MtfScalar multiplierto account where: yc(Hz)=Fractionof He in combustible
for increasedburningvelocity gas
due to turbulenceandincreased yc(Cd-It)=Fractionof C_6 in
effective flamefrontarea. combustiblegas (_Yc = 1).

The reactantgas temperature(T) and pressure The laminarburning-velocityof anequimolar
(P) arecalculatedby DPAC2;the valuesof Toand stoichiometricmixtureof benzene (45 cm/s) and
Po areset at25°C and 1atmosphere. The laminar hydrogen(190 cm/s) with air would therefore be
burningvelocity (Re.t),temperatureexponent (_t), 73 cm/s. The pressureand temperatureexponents
andpressure exponent _) are determineddirectly for H2-C6H,_m!7'm'e.swere taken to be those for
from experimental data. The burning velocity benzene. -
multiplier (Mr) accounts for increased burning
velocity due to turbulenceandincreasedeffective C. Venting
flamefrontarea. The value of Mtis a code input, The venting model includes non-isentropic
but must be determined by comparison of code flow, multiple vent paths (each with its own
predictions with relevant experimentaldata; this characteristics),venting into specified volumes
was done aspartof the benchmarkingefforts, along with venting to the atmosphere, and an

Laminar burning velocity (Re,l) values for option to directly specify the vented gas mixture
hydrogen and benzene as a function of composition.
stoichiometry and nitrogen concentration were The mainassumptionsin the DPAC2 venting
takenfromLewis and Von Elbe [9] and Golovina model are: (1) the vent pathsare cylindrical pipes
and Fyodorov [10]. For stoichiometric mixtures of constant cross sectional area, and (2) no
with dry air, the laminar burning velocity (Rej) venting takes place if the pressure ratio is
values for hydrogen and benzene are 190 and 45 insufficient for the exit velocity to exceed a Mach
era/s, respectively, number of 0.3 under isentropic conditions. The

The temperature and pressure power law Mach numberand mass flow rate for isentropic
representations have been employed to correlate conditionsarecalculatedas:
burningvelocity data(AndrewsandBradley [11],
France and Pritchard [12], France [13]) and
model deflagrations (Swift [14], Chippett [15],
Leuekel et al. [16], Canu et al. [17]). The CtH6-
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The total minor loss term, which can dominate

_/ .... [(p)-K=L ] losses for vent paths, is input directly for each

2 -o k . 1 vent path in terms of equivalent number of
M P= velocity heads (Nmn); Sa_d!s [20] gives typical

-1 minor loss values for a range of flow path
where: M - Mach number, features. The total head loss (Nt) is thus:

Po = Gas pressure (absolute),
Pv ffi Vent back pressure Nt = Nmj+ Nmn

(absolute)
k = Specific heat ratio. The actual mass flow rate is calculated based

on the total loss term (NO and the isentropic flow

rate (rh0 based on the data given by Saldadis [20].

_R_[ ( M k+ I I Thef°u°wingthreeventpathtypesarem°deledfiai= A, Tf_o I+ k_ M 2)2 (k-l) in DPAC2:
Type I-toaconstantpressurereservoir(e.g.

where: rhi = Isentropicmassflowrate, theenvironmentoraverylargesink),
Av = Ventarea, Type2 -toaconstantvolumereservoir(e.g.
R = Gas constant,and aconnectedvessel),and
To = Gas temperature(absolute). Type3 -toalongsealedpipe.

The actualflowratethroughaventisreduced Multipleventpathsofeachtypemay be
relativetotheisentropicvalueduetobothmajor specified,eachwiththeirown characteristics.For

] losses(frictioneffectsinfully-developedflow) allthreetypes,aventarea,ventpathlength,and
andminorlosses(duetoentrance/exiteffectsand totalminorlossvalueanustbe specified.For
featureswhichobstructflowsuchaselbowsor Type I and2 ventpaths,a thresholdpressureto
valves). Major losses are based on the Fanning initiate venting is specified (in order to model a
friction factor, calculated using the isentropic vent plug or pressure relief device); once the
mass flow rate, as shown _!ow- threshold pressure is reached, the vent path is

assumed to remain open. Type 2 vents allow
pressurization of a connected vessel to be

f = 0.04 modeled;theconnectedvesseltemperatureand
Re0.16 volume arespecifiedand itsinitialpressureistakento be thatof the vesselin which the

deflagrationoccurs.Type 3 ventsallowa long

Re = 4 mi connecting transfer line to ix: modeled; they aresimilar to Type 2 vents, but the pipe volume
D Ix defines the reservoir volume and there is no

where._ f = Fanning friction factor, threshold pressure for initiation of venting.
Re = Reynolds number, DPAC2 allows the producltand reactantvented
Ix = Viscosity, and gas proportions to be specified. It is generallyconservative (e.g. higher pressures will be
D = Pipe diameter, calculated) to allow only product gas to vent if the

Expressing the major loss term as an vent rate is fairly low and the combustion rate is
equivalent number of velocity heads (Nmj): fairly high; if the vent rate is high and thecombustion rate is low, then allowing only

reactant gas to be vented may be conservative.

Nmj = _ Alternatively, DPAC2 can split the vented gasD proportions according to reactant and product gas



fractions in the entire enclosure (this is applicable reactant gas volume, productgas volume, and the
if there are a large numberof smallvents), total tankvolume. The total tankvolume and the

Themass flow rate through the vents at a given change in tank volume during a time step must
time step is basedon the conditionspresent during equal the sum of the two gas volumes and the
the preceding step, which effectively decouples change in their volumes, respectively. The
the conservation of mass equations from the mechanicalenergyrequiredto deformthe tankis
productand reactantequationset. Similarly, the neglected since it is typically much smaller than
vent path reservoir pressure (for Type 2 and 3 the thermodynamicPdV workdone by the gas on
vents) is updated at the end of the time step by the tank.
addingthe massvented during that time stepto the
reservoir mass. G. Autoignition

Autoignition occurs when the reactant gas
D. Radiative Heat Transfer temperatureexceeds the autoignition threshold.

Radiative heat transfercan be a significant The entire remaining reactant gas volume is
energy dissipation mechanism, especially for assumedto burn instantlyif this temperatureis
mixtureswhich have long burntimes. Radiative reached, and the result is a pressurespike at the
heat transfer is assumed to occurin the product end of the deflagration.
gas only. The gas is treated as a gray body and
surface areas of potential absorbersof the radiant H. Completion Of Transient
energy are summed to determine an effective During the last time step, whether autoignition
surface area (some waste tanks containextensive occurs or not, a simplification to the solution
internal structure including cooling coils), algorithm is envoked. Venting, radiative heat
Surface absorptivity is input as a constant. An transfer, and PdV work effects are neglected and
effective emissivity is calculated using gas all remaining reactant gas is assumed to bum.
emissivity data and correlations developed by The tank pressure-volume relationship is still
Hottel [21], Hottel and Sarofim [22], and Siegel satisfied during the last time step. The last time
and Howell [23]. The radiativeheat transfer term step occurs when the autoignition temperature of
appears in the product gas energy equation as the reactants is reached or when the remaining
discussed in the Appendix. reactantgas volume is less than quadruplethe

reactantvolume burnedduringa single timestep.
E. Gas Expansion And Compression In most cases the autoignifi_- "-_'-riais reached

The twovolume combustionmodel employed first.
requires the product and reactant gas volumes to
be computed at each time step. Work is done IV. BENCHMARKING OF MODEL
on/by each gas volume as their respective A set of ten benchmark cases were run to
volumes change duringa time step. As the hot verify and validate code performance (Hensel
product gas expands it compresses the cold [24]). The purposeof these benchmarkanalyses
reactant gas. The expansion and compression is was to verifyconect implementationand solution
an energytransfermechanism fromthe hot gas to of the governing thermodynamic equations, the
the cold gas which results in an increasing venting model, and the radiative heat transfer
reactant gas temperature throughout the model. Comparisons were made with simple
deflagration, handcalculations.

A secondset of benchmarkanalyses consistof
F. Structural Deformation comparisonswith vessel deflagrationexperimental

Any computation of the pressureduringthe data intended to: (1) validate models in DPAC,
deflagration transientmust simultaneouslysatisfy and (2) provide burningvelocity multiplier (Mt,
the overall tank pressure-volume relationship, discussed in Flame Propagation section) values.
This relationship is predetermined via a static The vessel deflagratione_ents utilizedin this
structuralanalysis of the enclosure. At each time effortarestanmarizedbelow:
stepthe equation relating tankpressure and tank
volume is satisfied. A constraintequation arises
when one considers the relationship among the
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I) Smallsphere(D - 20cm),slightly b) 46 msec (C6H6-
hyperstoichiometric_ andH2-ail air)

mixtures,withcentralignition.
2) Largesphere(D- 16m), The burningvelocitymultiplier(Mr)wassetto

hypostoichiometricH2-airmixture,with unitysincethiswasasmallspheretestandhence
edgeignition, tittle,ifany,turbulenceorflamefrontwrinkling

wouldbeexpected.Thecalculatedbum timesare
3) Medium sphere(D= 2.3m),stoichiometric inexcellentagreementwiththeexperimentaldam.

H2-airmixture,withcentralignition.

4) Medium cylinder(D= 1.4m, H- 1.6m), _enchmark Case 2 (Ratzel [26] -
hyperstoichiometricH2-alrmixture,with
ignitionviapropagationofadetonation test no. NTSP13)
throughaconnectingline. Test Conditions;

Vessel Shape: sphere (hydrogen
Itshould be noted thatthe data utilizedin these dewar)

benchmarksarcallfromunrentedvessels. Vessel Size D = 15.85 m (D -

For allthecasesdiscussedbelow:(I)the 52,) (2.1x106liter
vesselwas completelyoccupiedby gas(e.g.no volume)
liquidpresent),(2)thelaminarburningvelocity Gas Composition: 9.9% H2 in airwith 4.2% water

pressureandtemperaturecorrectiontermpowers vapor
weresettoa=l.8& _=-0.08forH2-air,and a Ignition Location: bottom
=1.6 & _=-0.25 for C(_I6-air, (3) an autoignifion Initial Temp. : 303.9 K
temperatureofI000K wasemployed,and(4)the Initial Pressure: 14.1 psla
solidsurfaceemissivityvaluewas setto0.5. ExperimentalData;

Burn Time: 5 sec

Benclmt_rk Case 1 (Coward [25]) Rad. Heat Flux: 5.9 W/cm2
Test Conditions; DPAC Inputs:

Flame Front Model :_ 9
Vessel Shape: sphere
Vessel Size D = 19.69 cm (4 Time Step Size: 1 msec

liter volume) Rv, 1 Value: 50 cm/s [Lewis and

Gas Composition: a) 32.3% H2 in Yon Elbe [9]]
air Mt Value: varied between 1

b) 3.9% C6H6 in and 2
air DPAC Results;

Ignition Location: center Burn Time: 9.9 sec (Mt - 1.0)

Initial Temp. : 298 K (pres_aed) 6.6 sec (Mt = 1.5)
Initial Pressure: 1 atm. (presumed) 4.9 sec (Mt - 2.0)

Experimental Data;
Burn Time: a) 7 msec (H2- Rad. Heat Flux: 2.8 W/cm 2 (Mt = 2.0}

air)
b) 48 msec (C6H6-

air) Thiswas oneofaseriesoftestswhich utilized }12
DPAC Inputs: concentrationsfrom near the lower flammability

Flame Front Model : 8 li_t(I/L)upm 13%;the_Stdam givenaboveis
Time Step Size: 0.25 msec forthehighestH2 concentrationinsaturatedair.
Rv,1 Value: a) 2.2 m/s [H2- The sphericalhydrogendewarusedinthistest

air, Lewis and containeda number of internalstructures
von Elbe [9]] (instrumentplatform,catwalks,ladders,etc.)andb) 42 cm/s [C6H6-
air, Golovina and hence some turbulencewould bc expected;
Fyodorov [10]] burningvelocitymultiplier(M0 valuesbetween

Mt Value: i.0 oneandtwowereevaluated.Good agreementon
DPAC Results; bum timeisobtainedwithanbitof2.0,asshown
Burn Time: a) 9 msec (H2- above.The calculatedpeakradiativeheatfluxis

air) approximately20% lessthanthemeasuredvalue,



asisexpectedsincethedam used toconsnmctthe Ignition Location: at end (due to
wa_T vaporem/ssi_4wco_eMfionareslightlylow detonation through
l_ladv¢ to the actual values. 1 / 2 " p i p e

connected to
vesse/[ and

Benchmark Case 3 (Kumar et al. containing a
[27]) mixture of same

Test Conditions; composition).
Vessel Shape: sphere Initial Temp. : 293 K
Vessel Size D ffi2.3 m (6,370 Initial Pressure: 22 psia

liter volume) Experimental Data;
Gas Composition: 29.5% H2 in air Burn Time: 50 msec

(stoichiometric) DPAC Inputs:
Ignition Location: center Flame Front Model: 1
Initial Temp. : 373 K Time Step Size: 0.5 msec
Inltial Pressure: 1 atm. Rv,1 Value: 2.4 cm/s [Lewis

Experimental Data; and Von Elbe [9]]
Burn Time: 53 msec Mt Value: varied between 3

DPAC Inputs: and 4
Flame Front Model: 10 DPAC Results;
Time Step Size: 0.5 msec Burn Time: 53 msec (Mt ffi3.0)
Rv,l Value: I.9 m/s [Lewis and 45 msec (Mt = 3.5)

Von Elbe [9]] 40 msec (Mt = 4.0)
Mt Value: varied between 1.5

and 2 This test was one of a series in which the initial

DPAC Results; system pressure was increased until the resulting
Burn Time: 62 msec (Mt = explosion destroyed the rank;the above dam are

1.50) for the lowest initial pressure tested (22 psia).
53 msec (Mt = Initiation by a passing a detonation through a
I.75) connectinglinewould be expectedtoaccelerate
4 7 msec (Mt = the bum relativetoa pointsource ignitioninternal
2.00) tO the tank. Burning velocity multipliers between

A _,_ih,g velocity multiplier (Mr) in excess of 3 and 4 were evaluated and, as shown _, _,.,+,. _;.e
unity would be expected for a sphere of this size experimental and calculated bum times agree for a
due to flame front wrinkling; values between 1.5 multiplier of approximately 3.
and 2 were evaluated. The experimental and It is worth noting again that these
calculated bum times match for a multiplier of benchmark cases arc all unrented vessels. Large
1.75, as shown above. It should be noted that vent rates may induce turbulence into the reactant
Kumar et al. [27] report that placing two equally gas and significantly increase the effective
spaced grid plates in the sphere, each blocking off combustion rate.
50% of the flow area, did not decrease the burn
time so that sitnilar Mt values (e.g.- 1.75) should V. APPLICATIONS AT SRS
be applicable to vessels of similar size with limited The DAPC_PAC2 codes have been used to
obstructions, analyze potential deflagrations M high level waste

storage and process vessels at SRS. The Organic
Waste Storage Tank (OWST) and Sludge Receipt

Benchmark Case 4 (Porter [28] and Adjustment Tank (SRAT) are two such
and Porter [29] ) processvesselsto be usedinDWPF. Two such

Test Conditions; waste tanksarcTanks 48 and 49 which aretobe

vessel Shape: cylinder usedintheITP process.
vessel Size D ffi1.37 m & H =

1.61 m (2373 liter A. Process Vessel Analyses
volume) Two of the numerous DWPF vesselswere

Gas Composition: 35.8% H2 in air
selected for analysis. The OWST is much larger
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than the other vessels andis expected to have a used with the low fill level cases assuming
significantly different pressurelimit with respect ignition via a connecting line (e.g. through the
to structural integrity, while the SPAT is SRATcondenser), while for the high fill level and
representative of the tanks in the vitrification internal ignition cases a spherical flame front
building. The main combustible gases which ignited at the intersection between the tank
would be present in the vessels are hydrogenand centerline and tank top or liquid surface was
benzene. It is conservatively assumed that assumed (model6). The autoignition temperature
stoichiometric air mixtures could exist in these was taken to be 1000 K. The volume and surface
vessels. Gas volume increase due to vessel area of structures within the tank were neglected,
deformation was not included since preliminary which is conservative. A flame speedmultiplier
structural analysisresults indicated minimal gross of 4 was used for ignition via a connecting line
deformation would occur even near AICC (benchmark case 4 suggests a value of 3), while a
pressures. The input for these Cases are value of 2 was used for internal ignition (basedon
summarizedin Table 2. benchmarkcase 3).

The OWST (D=35', H_25', V,,180,000 gal.) Two liquid fill levels of 1/4 and 3/4 were
vapor space was assumed to be filled with a considered. The existing vent area is a 4" PRV
stoichiometric C6I-I6-airmixture (2.72% C6H6). [available at 0.2 psig, minor head losses due to
The water vapor content of the air was taken to be entrance effects (N=0.5) and 3 elbows (N=2.25),
zero since it is expected that there would be very and major head loss from 15' of pipe] and the 3"
little aqueous solution in the OWST. A spherical line to the low-point pump pit sludge tank
flan_ frontignitedat the intersectionbetween the [available at 0 psig, minor head losses due to
tankcenterlineandtanktoporliquidsurfacewas entranceeffects(N=0.5)and5 elbows(N=3.75),
used(model 6). The autoignitiontemperaturewas and major head loss from a 300' of pipe].
taken to be 600°C. The surface areaof two 30" Potential increasedvent area was takento be that
diameter pump wells inside the OWST were availableif thesix 3" sparetankpenetrationswere
included withrespect to radiativeheattransfer. A replacedwithPRVsor rupturedisks availableat4
flame speed multiplier of 2 was used which is psig. Only products were assumed to vent for
consistentwithbenchmarkcaseno.2. ignitionviaaconnectingline,whileamixturewas

Two liquidfilllevelsof1/4and3/4were assumedtoventforinternalignition.Theinputs
considered(Cases1 and2 Tables2 and3).The arepresentedinTable2 andresultsareshownin
existingventareawastakentobea20"pressure T_+_ a Cases4,5,and6assumeignitionviaa
reliefvalve(PRV)andassumedtobeavailableat connectinglinewhileCases7 and 8 assume
0.2psigwitha minorheadlossduetoentrance internalignition.Cases6and8takeintoaccount
effects (N--0.5). Only productswere assumed to potentialincreasedventareadescribedabove.
vent since there is only one vent. An increased Thepeakdeflagrationpressurein theseprocess
vent areawas takento bethatavailableif a bolted vessels is quite near the AICC value. The
coverona24"manholewasreplacedwithaPRV additionalventareaconsideredinCases3,6,and
with an opening pressure of 2 psig. For the 8 marginally lowers the pressure. The effect of
increased vent areacase, a mixture of products filling theOWST to 3/4 full from 1/4 has a similar
andreactantswas assumed to vent (Case 3 Tables effect because the ratioof vent areato gas volume
2 and 3). The inputs aresummarizedin Table 2 increases with increasing liquid fill. The
andresults are shownin Table3. pressures in all SRAT cases are quite large

The SRAT (D-12', H-14', V-12,000 gal.) because the laminarflame speed of hydrogen is
vapor space was assumed to be filled with a quite large. Additionalvent areaandchangingfill
stoichiometric H2-airmixture with a water vapor levels has little effect on peak pressures. Clearly
content of 2%, which corresponds to an H2 burning velocity, which is determined by gas
concentrationof 29%. This mixturewas assumed composition,impactspeak pressure.
since the major deflagration hazard associated
with the SRAT is a loss of ventilation during B. Tank 48 and Tank 49 Analyses
processing, when the H2 generationrate would The waste tanks of interest areTanks 48 and
dominate all others. A planar flame front 49. These tanks are equipped with a nitrogen
propagating along the tank axis (model 1) was purge system that removes combustible gases



from the tank vapor space and displacesoxygen, depends heavily on burning velocity, venting
The deflagration accident scenario assumes that area, and occasionally on fill level. Radiative
the purge gas system has failed and that a heat transfer can be quite important for cases of
combustible gas mixture accumulates due to the low burningvelocities. Vessel andtank integrity
buildup of hydrogen/benzene and inleakage of can be maintainedby controllinl_tho gas mixture
oxygen, as much as possible, addingadditionalvent paths

The tanks are Type IIIA design class and if possible, andmarginally by raising the liquid
consist of a primary liner with an inner diameter fill l_vel.
of 85 ft., height of 33 ft. and contain a central
column of outer diameter 6 ft. 9.5 in. The internal VII. FIGURES AND TABLES
volume is approximately 1.4 million gallons.
Four miles of carbon steel cooling coils (2 in. Table 1"DescriptionofF lame
schedule 40) areused to cool the high level waste, FrontPropagation Models
and the surfaceareaof the coils above the liquid l_Iodel[Ve_el Flame IgnR. [ IgnR.''
waste (in the vapor space) was included for . Geom.. Geom. Loc. , SOWce
radiative heat transfer. Tanks 48 and 49 have i Icyl-in, planar end . plane
27.15 and 60.48 ft.2 available for venting to the 2 Icylin, planar side ] line
atmosphere through tank risers. The riser plugs 3 I cy!in,. cylind, side line
require13 psigfor completeejection. The venting 4 ! cvlin., planar _ [a] ! vlane I.
was assumedto cease wheneverthe pressurefell 5 Icylin, cyfind, center | line
below 13 psig (even afterejection of the plugs). 6 [ cy_in., schere end point

Hydrogen-benzene ratios of 60/40(Tank49) 7 icylin, sphere center= I_int
and 40/60 (Tank 48) mixed in stoichiometric 8 i s_l_e_e sphe_ center point

proportions with dry air were analyzed. The 9 [s_xe _here end vpintinitial conditions were 40°C and 1 atm., flame _.-] Ignition is radial Ilane from outer to
propagation model 4 was used, and the internal centercolumn in tank (flame front travels
autoignitiontemperaturewas 600°C. The results circumferentiallyin opposite directions). Note:
andinput aresummarizedin Table4. spherical flame fronts account for loss of flame

The peak deflagration pressures in the waste frontarea due to wall contact (where applicable),
tanks are substantiallylower than those computed and sphericalvessel assumes no liquid presentin
for the process _ssels because the waste tanks vessel.
havesignificantly more vent area available, anda
muchlongerrelative burn time which allows for
more venting and radiative heat transfer. The Table2: DWPFVessel Inputs
coolingcoilsalsocontributeasan additional Case Vessel Fill Turb_ Flame
radiativeheattransfersink.Thesignificanceof Level Mult...Model
filllevelonTank48canbeseeninCases4,5, 1 OWST 114 2 6
and 6. Fill level has little effect on Tank 49 2 OWST 3/4 2 6
pressures because the availablevent area is quite -_ OWST 1/4 2 6 '
large. 4 SPAT 1/4 ' 4 ....... 1i

5 SRAT 3/4 4 6
VI. CONCLUSIONS 6 SRAT 1/4 4 ....... 1

An engineering tool has been developed to 7 SRAT 1/4 2 6
compute the transient pressure duringa
deflagrationinenclosures.Thecodecanaccount 8 SRAT 1/4 2 6
for non-stoichiometric mixtures, venting, All cases assume an initial cmdition Cf 25°C at
radiative heat transfer, reactant and product gas atm.
_PdV work, structural deformation, and
autoignition of reactant gas due to compressive
heating. The code has been applied to high level
waste processing vessels and waste storage tanks
at SRS. Results indicate that the peak pressure
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Ts_ble3: DWPF Vessel Results Qc = energy released per time step from
Case Peak P Fraction Fraction Fi/_um_ combustion

(psig) AICC vented radiated At=timesteP 1
1 103 0.76 0.ILl 0.17 Qrad= energy per ring step by
2 91 0.67 0.21 0.17 radiation from p_ucts
3 76 0.56 0.31 0.18
4 105 0.97 0.(_4 0.023 Su_tmrscripts

5 106 0.97 0.004 0.013 * - sonic condition
6 104 0.95 0.019 0.024 n = time step level
7 104 0.95 0.010 0-039
8 100 0.91 0.044 0.04 _5.gtlg_:ig_.... p=l)ructs

pressures are r = reactants
(OWST).

Table 4: rrp Tank Result; _ _ iCase Tank Fill Turb. Peak P ] _ _tLevel Mult. (psig)
1 49 1/2 2.5 16.8
2 49 1/10 2.5 16.8 For flame speeds << the speed of sound,
3 49" 3/4 2.5 16.7 both volumes are at the same pressure
4 48 I/2 - 2.5 i6.9
5 48 1/10 2.5 23.0 Governing Equations For Products and
6 48 3/4 2.5 16.9 Reactants:

Conservation of mass
Conservationofenergy

VIII. APPENDIX Equation of state

Derivation Of Governing Equation Set Constraints:

_0menclatm'e Vp+V,fV Tqnk volume is the sum of
w = molecular weight product and re._'tant volumes
f = flame speed _ Tank volume is a function of tank

. A = flame cross-sectionall area
a ffivent area pressure
k = specific heat ratio Conservation of Mass:1. Combustion process turns reactants

T = temperature intoproducts.
P =density 2. Venting of gas to the atmosphere
P = pressure occurs when P>Pc.
a = product moles/react_imtmoles
R = ideal gas constant increase in products by combustionffAPr

V = volume apM_ kl_wpT.
M = Math number
m = mass loss of products by venting=P*
fi3= mass flow rate
Cv= specificheat and,

e = effective emissiviqr ............

A"= effective areafor r,_atiativeheat
transfer

O ffiStefan-Boltzman constant
q = energy released by combustion

per mass reactant

' M ir i i$1 i , , i



Cv[T,]n(mr)n+L(mr)n+IRT_rAV_r+I .

app_-RwpvP],_ M nap+I

(1+-_"M2)0b+l)/2(ib-l)'" note that: AV_r+I+v_'r-V_r+1
thUS,

In the energy equation for reactants the
updated mass is used, and previous temperature
and volume te.rr_.sare used. This is to linearize
the equations and take advantage of decoupling

a.._/kp Wp P M the mass equation. The reactant energy equationnip----fApt- -VVR
1/T'(1 k_ 1M2)0b+Dt2(_-l) can now be written in the form:. _r+_AW+I=v(Tr)n+I

similarly,

a._/I_wr p M Similarly products:

n_--fApr-._V R _q'(1k"IM2)0_+D/20_D_ forQ -Q d+(mF +DCdTp]

NotethatP andT arethestagnationconditions n_P+1
within the gas volumes, n RTnpAVe"+1

n_ICv[Tr] -l_p+1 ..... P

Conservation of energy: 4 wpV_p __Cv[Tp]n+ 1
1. All energy from combustion is absorbed into n_+1

products.
2. Product gas losses energy by radiative heat

transfer, which can also be written as:
3. Reactants have energy prior to comtmstion, ap+_t_X_p+l-_(Tp) n+l
4. PdV Work is done on/by gas as volume

changes, pv_-mRT
5. Gas volumes are each treated as lumped Equation of state: w

isothermal mixtures.
For reactants:J_tl

work performed on/_ gas volum_-mRT_-V

Q_-fAPrqAt PVr=mrRTrWr

Qrad=tA'o(T*p-)At Wr
, define for energy purposes: and for products:

C_T_-Cv_r] p

pn+l(V_.+AV_.+l)=m_+lR'_P+I
P P Wp

Tp Constraintequations:
CvpdTp-Cv[Tp] AV_p+1+AVer+I-AV n+l

n
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